In this paper the concept of connected edge monophonic domination number of a graph is introduced. A set of vertices M of a graph G is a connected edge monophonic domination set (CEMD set) if it is edge monophonic set, a domination set of G and the induced sub graph is connected. The connected edge monophonic domination number (CEMD number) of G, γm ce (G) is the cardinality of a minimum CEMD set. CEMD number of some connected graphs are realized. Connected graphs of order n with CEMD number n are characterised.It is shown that for every pair of integers m and n such that 3 ≤ m ≤ n, there exist a connected graph G of order n with γ m ce (G) = m. Also, for any positive integers p,q and r there is a connected graph G such that m(G)= p,m e (G)= q and γ 1 / 2 Connected Edge Monophonic Domination Number of a Graph m ce (G) =r. Again, for any connected graph G, γ m ce (G) lies between n/(1+∆(G)) and n.
